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Franklin Goes to the HospitalIn this Franklin Classic Storybook, our hero goes to the hospital

for an operation to repair his broken shell, and everyone thinks he’s being very brave. But

Franklin is only pretending to be fearless. He’s worried that his X-rays will show just how

frightened he is inside. With the help of Dr. Bear, Franklin learns that even though he’s feeling

scared, he can still be brave.Franklin and the Tooth FairyIn this Franklin Classic Storybook, our

hero discovers that, unlike most of his friends, he doesn’t have teeth, and worries that he’s

missing out on the Tooth Fairy’s magical visits.Finders Keepers for FranklinIn this Franklin

Classic Storybook, Franklin is very excited to find a camera. He knows that he should find the

owner and return the camera, but his friends tell him “finders keepers!” and soon Franklin gets

carried away taking pictures. With his father’s encouragement, Franklin decides to return the

camera to its rightful owner—but finding out who the owner is takes some clever sleuthing!  
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Jane A. Smiley, “Great trio of Franklin tales.. These stories came in handy to read my daughter

when she had emergency surgery and was a little frightened. I was glad I had order and

downloaded prior, I wouldn't have had the presence of mind that day!”

anmamo, “helpful book. I got this because my 5 year old son is going into hospital soon. He

enjoyed all the stories and the one about the hospital is nicely written and helpful in explaining

to him what is going to happen.The only disappointment is the pictures are hard to view on the

kindle - especially compared to other children's books we have bought.I would still recommend

it though”

The book by Nicole Weaver has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 6 people have provided feedback.
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